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Secure and 
Seamless Payment

Today’s consumer is always looking for products and 
solutions that make their life easier, especially when it 
comes to payment. The DFS Orion™ Indoor Payment 
Terminal from Dover Fueling Solutions (DFS), is one such 
solution. This terminal offers your customers choice when 
it comes to payment options and more choice equals a 
better overall experience.

Used as a stand-alone payment solution for fuel and bank 
cards, alongside the Tokheim OASE™ (Online Authorisation 
and Switching Environment) payment gateway, the Orion 
Indoor Payment Terminal facilitates a flawless customer-
facing, online payment solution that merchants can count 
on for years to come. With two models available, the Orion 
Indoor Payment Terminal provides an easy way to accept 
over 250 different fuel and bank cards that are interfaced 
through OASE, and transactions can be monitored in real 
time via the DFS Cloud, ONE portal. 

It’s simple, secure and easy to use. If it makes life easier 
for you and your customers, what’s not to love? Make sure 
you invest in an Orion Indoor Payment Terminal today.
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DFS Orion™ Indoor Payment Terminal

Creating New 
Payment 
Possibilities 

Orion/p Indoor 
Payment Terminal

The Orion/p terminal is designed to be 
connected to any point-of-sale (POS) 
system using the International Forecourt 
Standards Forum (IFSF) POS to EPS 
standard interface to facilitate transactions 
via the OASE payment gateway. It features 
multi-language support, a full colour 
touchscreen, angled display and a tactile 
keypad. The new user interface has been 
designed to provide an optimized user 
experience.

Orion/s Indoor 
Payment Terminal

The Orion/s terminal is a powerful, all-in-
one merchant and cardholder payment 
solution. This standalone payment 
terminal combines the functionality for 
both the retailer and consumer to facilitate 
transactions via OASE. This payment 
terminal also features an on-board ticket 
printer and supports multiple languages, 
which provides ultimate flexibility. The full 
colour touchscreen, angled display and 
tactile keypad are all brought to life through 
a new user interface.

ONE Portal

The ONE Portal web application provides a 
real time view on all transactions performed 
on the Orion payment terminal, as well as 
a daily reconciliation overview. The ONE 
portal also manages all personalized 
receipt messages (header and footer) and 
the sales articles (name, pricing) for the 
Orion/s terminal.
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